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1. Preface 

Asia is a ‘reservoir’ of puppet theater, where one can find rich and vibrant traditions in 
each and every region. Those traditions are community-based, meaning they emerged 
out of the life and faith of the inhabitants, form the essence of their world view and 
aesthetics, and exist as the identity of the community.   

Since 1993, Foundation Modern Puppet Center has been actively involved in 
introducing puppet theater from Asia by inviting a single theater group from one area 
annually, and conducting a national tour with performances without compromising its 
spiritual background.   

Our objectives behind this project have been to introduce the diversity of Asian culture 
through puppet theater, as well as to discover in Japan, together with the audience, the 
fresh excitement and powerful possibilities presented by its expression, though time 
and space apart.  We introduced twelve theater groups from eight countries and areas.  
By utilizing the network of Asian theater groups that we have cultivated in the past 
fourteen years, we organized this programme in order to break a new ground.  

We have witnessed that despite the fact every theater group was making every effort so 
as to gain the acceptance and support of their contemporaries, they still found it 
difficult to hand down their traditions in the quickly changing time.  Prompted by their 
predicament, we decided to plan this project.  Economic growth, progress of IT, 
weakening of local community ties all contributed to the changes in social structure.  
People’s taste in art and culture has been changing due to the introduction of western 
culture.  Moreover, theater troupes in Asia face their own regional problems due to 
historical and political peculiarities.  Finally, the older generation of performers, who 
has been the vehicle for transmitting knowledge, including manipulation techniques 
and more importantly, its spirituality, is dying. 

Social change is occurring at an accelerated pace, and we believe that Asian traditional 
puppet theater is reaching a major turning point in history as regards to the 
transmission of traditions. 

We started out with the question: Can we, as fellow Asians, work together with them to 
help them with the situation?  Consequently, we decided to moved away from 
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conventional diffusive approach which focused on performance and came up with a 
series of future-oriented creative programmes that included workshops in which 
performers could collaborate and symposium in which people could discuss and share 
their problems. 
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2.Introduction 

This programme was conducted as one of “the Asian puppeteers 
Invitation Project” within the framework of 2006/07 ACCU Invitation 
Programme for International Educational Exchange of Teachers and 
Professionals.

Programme Overview 

This programme, conducted at Hitomi-za studio in Kawasaki City from March 10 to 19, 
2007, was attended by 11 invited guest puppeteers from Myanmar, Cambodia, and Laos 
along with puppeteers from Japan.  It was held in order to exchange ideas and promote 
mutual understanding of participating four Asian countries, as well as to improve 
puppetry skills.  

A series of workshops was held from March 12 until 17, during which time two 
programmes were conducted daily, with the morning dedicated to the study of 
traditional techniques and the afternoon with the emphasis on modern puppet theater, 
namely leaning to express with objects and body. 

Lastly, on March 18, a symposium and a performance by workshop participants were 
held at Kawasaki International Center, and during the symposium reports on current 
condition and activities of the each participating troupe were given with an emphasis on 
two aspects, namely, transmission of traditions and creation of modern puppet theater.  
The symposium and performance were open to the public and attended by an audience 
of 132 people. 
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3.Objectives of Workshop and Symposium 

As mentioned in the previous section, traditional puppet theater in Asia is facing a 
predicament as they find it hard to hand down their traditions.  The causes of this 
crisis are not special to particular area or country; rather they, driven by the 
globalization of the world, can be shared by all. 

However, traditional arts in Asia, including puppet theater, have been rooted to and 
have developed hand in hand with the local communities; therefore, they are handed 
down exclusively within the respective communities.  As a result, practitioners have 
had very limited exposure to and exchange with traditional art forms from areas other 
than themselves. Exceptions are international festivals of puppet theater that have 
been taking place all over the world in recent years.  However, participating groups 
tend to busy themselves with their stage presentations that not enough time is allocated 
for opportunities to attend performances by other groups.  Moreover, since the majority 
of such festivals take place in Europe or the United States, there have been very limited 
opportunities for Asian puppeteers to make conscious effort for mutual acquaintance 
and sharing. 

This programme is intended to offer opportunities for Asian puppeteers to meet, to
know one another’s art forms, and by doing so, to rediscover their own tradition and 
discuss problems they face as puppeteers.  We are proud to present this extremely 
innovative project.    

Participating theater groups 

There are a number of puppet theater troupes all over Asia that are actively engaged in 
unique activities.   We chose three South- East Asian countries that had geographic 
and cultural proximity to one another--Myanmar, Cambodia, and Laos.  

Out of the three countries, troupes from Myanmar and Cambodia are struggling to 
continue the line of tradition, and the company from Laos, while still conscious of and 
rooted to the traditional spiritual culture, is engaged in activities in creative theater.  

Our decision to include a contemporary theater group is to show that the problem of 
transmission is ultimately whether a particular art form is fit to play an integral role in 
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today’s and future society.  Japanese participants are composed of both traditional and 
contemporary puppet theater practitioners.  We also had hearing-impaired 
participants from Japan.  

Programme description and objectives 
1) Workshops 

1. Participating individuals or troupes share their arts by mutual teaching. 
2. Rediscover and share common grounds among Asian puppet theater 

traditions as well as uniqueness of each art form. 
3. Promote exchange among participants with traditional and modern 

backgrounds 

2) Symposium 
4.  Inform, share, and discuss the problem of transmission and its current state.  
Make the symposium public in order to inform the general public of the state of and 
the problems facing Asian traditional arts. 

3)  Performance 
 5. A stage performance showcasing distinctive traditional puppet theater styles 

representing four countries (the group from Laos performed modern puppet theater 
with creative utilization of traditional elements) 
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4. Proceedings

Day 1 (10 March, 2007) 

1-1) Arrival (7:30am) 
Puppeteers from Myanmar, Cambodia, and Laos arrived at Narita Airport at 7:30am.  
Organizer staff met them at the airport. 

1-2) Welcome Party (18:30-20:30) 
A welcome party was held at Hitomi-za No1 Studio.  The party was attended by foreign 
participants from the three countries as well as members of Japanese puppet theater 
companies, Otome Bunraku, Deaf Theater Hitomi and Hitomi-za. (photo1,2, page 55)

Day 2 (11 March, 2007) 

2-1) Orientation (10:00-12:00) 
1) Presentation of ACCU projects by Takimoto Megumi representing ACCU. 
2) Self-introduction by the members of the group from Myanmar, Cambodia, Laos, and 
Japan  
3) Briefing on programme schedule and details by Modern Puppet Center. 
4) Active discussion by participating troupes on the problem of transmission and their 
activities

Day 3 (12 March, 2007) 

3-1) Workshop A (9:00-12:00) 
Theme  Learning from Traditional Puppetry 1 (Youk-The Pwe from Myanmar) 
Objectives  To learn the techniques and spirituality of Myanmar traditional string 
puppets 
Lecturers  Daw Ma Ma Naing, U Than Nyunt, U Thein Lwin 
Participant  3 from Cambodia, 5 from Laos, 8 from Japan 

Lecture and Demonstration (9:00-10:10)
The lecturer portrayed the history of Mandalay Marionettes Theater and, with 
demonstration, explained in detail about the puppets—their structure, measurements, 
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and the distinctive string manipulation.  According to the lecture, it is a 
comprehensive art form encompassing the traditions of dance and songs. It developed in 
the palaces and it is not only a form of entertainment, but also a way to transmit 
knowledge. (photo 1, page55)

U Therin Lwin performed `Zaw-Gyi (Alchemist)’, considered as the most difficult 
programme of Youk-The Pwe repertoires (approx. 10 minutes).  This story portrays the 
alchemist bestowed with supernatural power, and the puppet moves vigorously. (photo 2, 
page55)

After the demonstration of ‘Zaw-Gyi’, question and answer session was held. Some of 
the questions were: 1. Who leads the performance? 2. What is the duration of a typical 
performance? 
To those questions, lecturers’ answerers were: 1. The singer is the leader in the 
performance.  2. In the past, it was performed from about nine o’clock at night till 
about six o’clock in the morning during Pagoda festivals. Today, it is performed 
every night at a theater for the duration of about one hour. 

Workshop (10:15-12:00) 
The workshop started out by letting each participant handle a puppet and manipulate it 
freely in order to have a sense of puppet manipulation. (photo 3,4,5, page56)  The next 
step was to actually play out a scene.  After a demonstration by the Myanmar group 
(photo 6, page56), participants were divided into five groups of three people in each and, 
using one monkey and two demon characters, performed a scene from ‘The Himalayan 
Range’. (photo 7,8, page56)
The workshop closed with another question and answer session.  Question posed were: 
‘What do you do when one of the strings broke during the performance?’ to which the 
lecturer’s answer was ‘make do with whatever way possible and never let the 
performance stop.’ 

Outcome:
By actually leaning the techniques of Youk-The Pwe, participants became interested in its 

complexity and charm.  Many questions were asked by the participants, and as a result, Youk-The 

Pwe’s history and spirituality were uncovered, deepening the understanding of the participants. 
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3-2) Workshop B (14:00-17:00) 
Theme  Body and Objects (1) 
Objectives  To learn Laos Kabong Lao puppetry and learn to create with actor’s body 
and everyday objects, one of the modern techniques for theatrical expression 
Lecturers  Leuthmany Insisiengmay and four members from Laos Kabong Lao 
Participants  3 from Myanmar, 3 from Cambodia, 8 from Japan 

Lecture:  
Objectives of the workshop were first explained.  There are 15 elements that are essential for 

performers, and the series of workshops was designed to develop those abilities. (on these 15 

elements, refer to the handout: 6-(1), page31) 

Workshop: 
All participants joined the following body movement workshop in the following order.  

1. Create the state of concentration 

2. Improve reflexes and concentration 

3. Enhance coordination of three people as a team in order to manipulate a single puppet 

One large circle, whose perimeter is divided into eight equal parts, had been drawn on the studio 

floor. Each divided section marks the point of entrance and exit and is, as the center of the circle, 

taped black.  

The following exercise was done repeatedly.  Participants stand on the perimeter facing the center, 

and, following the rule set forth each time, go in and out of the circle from the marked points.  The 

majority of the time was allocated to this exercise.   

This exercise enables them to pair themselves with those facing them on the other side of the circle 

or with those standing next to each other on the perimeter of the circle. Each participant focuses on 

and reacts to his/her partner as well as encourages the partner to move.  This creates a sequence of 

movements which enables the participants to achieve 1 and 2 of the above objectives.  Lastly, 

participants were divided into group of three people each, and exercised their ability to feel one 

another’s movement.  This exercise was aimed to achieve item 3 of the above. (photo 1, 2, 3, 4, 

page57) 

After the workshop, lecturers gave feedbacks. This session, being the first out of five, 
was dedicated to develop basic abilities, such as concentration and reflexes.  The next 
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four sessions would be dedicated to the training in expression and, finally, to handling of 
objects and puppets. 
Before closing, the participants asked questions such as the following, referring to the 
exercise done by three people: 
It was difficult to feel and react to others when standing in line side by side.  How can I 
do it? 
It was answered as follows: 
If each of you strives to concentrate, you will have keener senses, and automatically, you 
will be able to feel out around you.  The most important thing is to be able to 
concentrate. 

Day 4 (13 March, 2007) 

4-1) Workshop A (9:00-12:00) 
Theme  Learning from Traditional Puppetry 2 (Japan/ Otome Bunraku) 
Objective  To experience and understand Otome Bunraku which is a very unique form 
of puppetry. 
Lecturers  Yoshiko Murakami and 9 members from Hitomi-za Otome Bunraku 
Participants  3 from Myanmar, 3 from Cambodia, 5 from Laos, 1 from Japan 

Lecture and Demonstration (9:00-9:40) 
The lecturer presented the history of Otome Bunraku and with demonstration, 
explained puppet construction and manipulation. (photo 1, page58) According to the 
lecture, the unique style of Otome Bunraku was invented by a Bunraku (UNESCO 
World Intangible Heritage) puppeteer about 80 years ago.  While a single Bunraku 
puppet is manipulated by three puppeteers, Otome Bunraku Puppets had been 
structurally modified so that only one puppeteer manipulates a single puppet.   
Next, the lecturer assigned a story from Otome Bunraku’s repertoire, ‘Tsubosaka 
Reigenki (The Miracles of Tsubosakadera Temple)’ for workshop.  The lecturer 
explained the story in detail, and members of Otome Bunraku actually demonstrated 
the portion to be studied (about 5 min.). (photo 2, page 58) 

Workshop (9:40-12:00) 
Participants took part in the following activities: 
1) Learning basic movements 
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This lesson in basic movements was done with every participant actually handling a 
puppet. It was designed so that the participants become accustomed to this particular 
type of puppet. (photo 3, page58)

2) Rehearsing a scene from ‘Tsubosaka Reigenki’ 
Participants were divided into five pairs, and all practiced simultaneously.  Though 
two characters, namely Sato (female) and Sawaichi (male) appear on this scene, we used 
variety of puppets in order for everybody to practice simultaneously. Participants were 
paired off with members of the same country with one exception where a Cambodia 
participant paired with a Myanmar participant. (photo 4,5, page58)

During the practice, choreography and basic movements of Otome Bunraku.were used. 
However, a creative assignment was given.  In this particular scene, puppets dance a 
dance of joy called ‘Manzai’.  Instead of this Japanese style of expression, participants 
were asked to choreograph freely using dance movements of their respective countries.   

3) Presentation of the scene by five pairs 
Participants presented the set choreography and form of expression that they rehearsed.  
However, particularly in the expression of love between the husband and wife, each pair 
displayed original elements.  As for the special assignment of creating their own dance 
of joy, each pair incorporated elements from their own countries. (photo 6,7,8, 
page58-59) 

Outcome:
Participants had a very good grasp of the movements of Otome Bunraku in which the 
human body and puppet move in conjunction. Through the presentation, common Asian 
elements were observed such the deliberate employment of emptiness.  Also, their 
puppet manipulation showed that their vocabulary of puppet movements had been 
drawn from dance and physical expression. 

4-2) Workshop B (14:00-17:00) 
Theme  Body and objects (2) 
Objectives  To learn Laos Kabong Lao puppetry and learn to create with actor’s body 
and everyday objects, one of the modern techniques for theatrical expression 
Lecturers  Leuthmany Insisiengmay and four members from Laos Kabong Lao 
Participants  3 from Myanmar, 3 from Cambodia, 10 from Japan 
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Warm-up 
As a warm-up, the following was done.  Try to relax the body.  Move while conscious of 
the breathing. Vocalize.  Lie down in a circle and, at the command of the sound, slowly 
get up, stand, and move around.  

Workshop  
Attended by all participants, a workshop on movement was conducted with the 
following objectives.  It was based on what had been learned in the previous session 
and developed to include new assignments.  
1) Improve concentration 
2) Create a state of high concentration 
3) Improve the power of observation 
4)
As in the previous workshop, exercises were done using the circle drawn on the floor.   
Lecturers presented with exercises aiming to improve awareness of one another by 
improving concentration.  In order to establish and maintain mental ties with others, 
signal one another by clapping hands.  Also, each participant stood on the perimeter of 
the circle and, coordinating with the person standing next to him/her, engaged in 
exercises including trying to hold and balance a stick on the palm of the hand, hold each 
other’s hands, and beat on the floor.  Those exercises were done by set rules. (photo
1,2,3, page59) 

Initially, the assignment of heightening one’s concentration and thereby sharpening the 
awareness of the others had been difficult.  However, in this second session, 
participants have gained a better understanding, and started to achieve the objectives.    

Day 5 (14 March, 2007) 

5-1) Workshop A (9:00-12:00) 
Theme  Learning from Traditional puppetry 3 (Sbek Tho  from Cambodia) 
Objectives  To experience and understand the expression of shadow puppet theater, 
Sbek thom which has special staging techniques 
Lecturers  Mao Keng (Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts), Chien Sophan, So Pov (Ty 
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Chien Troupe) 
Participants   3 from Myanmar, 5 from Laos, 11 from Japan 

Lecture (9:00-10:00) 
A large screen had been set up in the center of the studio.  Sbek figures had been 
placed against the center of the audience side of the screen.  A tray of offerings of 
banana had been set on the floor. Though simplified, this is the standard set up before 
the start of a Sbek Thom performance.  Three lecturers, upon entering the studio, 
offered a prayer to the puppets.  
Mao Keng, with demonstration, gave a lecture on 1) history of sbek thom, 2) current 
situation on transmission, 3) overview on Cambodian shadow puppet theater, 4) how to 
make sbek thom figures, 5) occasions at which sbek thom is performed, 6) 
characteristics of sbek thom performance. (photo 1,2, page60)

According Mao Keng, sbek thom was established in about 12th century AD. Its existence 
had been documented on the wall reliefs of the remains from the same era.  The 
tradition was forced to discontinue due to the Cambodian Civil War in the 1970’s.  
Figures that had been destroyed before 1979 had to be reproduced from a French 
museum set.  Survival of Sbek Thom had not been easy.  There are four active troupes 
in Cambodia, including Ty Chien Troupe and Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts troupe 
led by Mao Keng whose members are here in Japan. 

Sbek thom performance has been tied to Buddhist rituals, such as funerals for high 
priests, and therefore, happens at temples. In the lecture, a video example of a 
performance was shown.   

On of the characteristics of Sbek Thom figure is that not only a figure of human but also 
scenery is carved into the figure.  Story is told by replacing figures to indicate new 
scenery.  This unique technique was shown using real figures. (photo 3, page 60)

After the lecture, questions were answered.  Questions included 1) Do puppeteers 
subject themselves to special physical training in order to attain graceful movement? 2) 
Is there a set of stylized movement for puppets?  Answers were 1) Puppeteers’ basic 
training is in practicing steps 2) Character types, for example monkey or devil, define 
the puppets’ movement.
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Demonstration (10:10-10:20)
Opening scene of Sbek Thom performance ‘The Fight of the White and Black Monkeys’ 
was performed.  Though simplified, a tray of offerings was set and incense was burned.  
Incense was also offered to sampho, the most important musical instrument.  (photo 4, 
page60)  

Workshop (10:20-12:00) 
Participants practiced dance steps, which were specifically defined by characters, for 
female and male (demon) characters, and for Garuda ( bird-god), fist time without, and 
second time holding a figure.  (photo 5,6, page60)  

Next, participants practiced a scene from ‘Serpent’s Arrow’, the fight between Phreah 
Ream, the hero, and a demon, using five figures. (photo 7,8, page61)

Mao Keng commented that it is important for the puppeteers to be always aware of how 
to inject emotions into figures lest audience can sense the lack of emotions.  

The session closed with all participants dancing folk dances of their regions with the 
accompaniment of a drum. 

Outcome:

Participants gained an understanding that expressing with Sbek Thom figures, though seemed simple, 

was very profound and difficult.   

5-2) Workshop B (14:00-17:00) 
Theme  Body and Objects (3) 
Objectives  To learn Laos Kabong Lao puppetry and learn to create with actor’s body 
and everyday objects, one of the modern techniques for theatrical expression 
Lecturers  Leuthmany Insisiengmay and four members from Laos Kabong Lao 
Participants  3 from Myanmar, 3 from Cambodia, 8 from Japan 

Warm-up 
As with the previous session, participants formed a circle and relayed the movement of 
the person standing on the right side to the one standing on the left side. 

Workshop 
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As with the previous session, the following objectives were pursued. 

1) Improve concentration 
2) Improve the power of observation 
3) Work in harmony with partner(s) 

In this workshop, participants were encouraged to sense and observe connectedness 
with others by using chopsticks and sticks.  Cultivating one’s ability to observe others 
was emphasized with activities to express through bodily movement, such as conversing 
with gestures.   
The assignment of working in harmony with partners is helpful in puppetry: for 
example, when three people manipulate a single puppet (as in the case of Japanese 
Bunraku).  (photo 1,2,3,4, page61) 
Lastly, the lecturer explained the objectives of and assignment for the next session: 
participants are to learn how to transform a day-to-day object into a means of 
expression, and for that purpose, each participant was asked to find and bring objects.   

Outcome:

Participants, using their own approach, became more attuned to feeling with their body.  Through 

the exercise of expressing one’s own feelings while observing the movement of others, a sense of 

working together, as well as mutual communication across languages and nationalities, was 

beginning to be established. 

Day 6 (15 March, 2007) 

6-1) Workshop A (9:00-12:00) 
Theme  Learning from Traditional puppetry 4 (Kabong Lao from Laos) 
Objectives  To learn techniques and spirituality of Laos Kabong Lao, a modern form of 
puppetry based on traditional spirituality   
Lecturers Leuthmany Insisiengmay Lattanakone Insisiengmay Khonesavan Kopkeo Volatham

Participants  3 from Myanmar, 3 from Cambodia, 6 from Japan 

Lecture:
Leuthmany Insisiengmay introduced his country, Laos, the history of Kabong Lao, and 
its present activities.  According to the lecture, in 2000 he encountered ‘Object Theater’ 
-a form of theater that utilizes implements or day-to-day objects and actors’ bodies to 
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find theatrical expression- performed by a French theatrical company, which he 
eventually studied in France.  Subsequently, he established his own theater group in 
Laos.  The group’s first work was produced and performed in France. 

Recent activities include producing theatrical works in conjunction with international 
organizations and environmental groups raising awareness on issues such as the risk of 
HIV, therapeutic activities for prison inmates as well as victims of drug abuse and 
under-aged prostitution, and touring and performing those works in villages.  They 
have performed in Korea, Japan, and Sweden.     

The troupe draws an audience of all ages, utilizes everyday object together with 
performers’ bodies as raw materials, and aims to create works that are distinctively 
Laotian. (photo 1, page 62)  

Following is the list of handouts distributed at the lecture: 
1) 15 essential elements for performers (6-(1), page31) 
2) 2005 Japan performance programme (6-(5),page47-49) 
During the discussion period, questions were asked, such as ‘Does ‘distinctively Laotian’ 
mean drawing elements from things traditional?’ to which the answer was that ‘Being 
Laotian means encompassing many aspects such as the use of native materials, 
movement, and the use of traditional musical instruments’.  Also, the puppets drew 
attention of the participants who asked question regarding the construction and 
material of the puppets, and the lectures expounded on them one by one. 

Demonstration-1
A work titled ‘Tsunami’ was presented for 5 minutes.  Using body movement and 
masks made of coconut shells, this work portrays menace of nature.   (photo 2, page62)

Demonstration-2
A five-minute scene from the work titled ‘Woods of Illusion’ was shown.  It was a battle 
scene between an insect made out of a basket and a puppet named Samurai. (photo 3, 
page 62) 

After the demonstration of the above two works, questions were asked regarding the 
intentions behind the works and the materials used to construct the puppets.  
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Workshop 
Using puppets prepared by Kabon Lao at their disposal, participants engaged in the 
following activities. 

Every participant was allowed to manipulate the puppets freely.  Then, everyone is 
asked to choose one puppet.  Using the puppet, participants were to perform an 
assigned routine-- enter from the stage right, use the chair placed in the center, take a 
bow , and leave from the stage left.  

Participants were divided into six groups.  After the presentation of each group, the 
lecturer gave feedbacks and pointers to the each group.  (photo 4,5,6,7, page 62-63) 

Demonstration-3

‘15 essential elements for performers’ as described in the handout, were used comprehensively in a 

scene from a work titled ‘Elephant Song’.  Using a large sheet of paper, coconut leaves, elephant 

masks, this scene captured and embodied the movement of elephants. (photo 8, page 63)

Outcome:
Participants from Cambodia and Myanmar’s traditional theater troupes became 
genuinely interested in and absorb the techniques of Kabon Lao which, with so much 
freedom and creativity, transform everyday objects into puppets.  Participants form 
Japanese theater groups felt genuinely inspired.    

6-2) Workshop B (14:00-17:00) 
Theme  Body and Objects (4) 
Objectives  To learn Laos Kabong Lao puppetry and learn to create with actor’s body 
and everyday objects, one of the modern techniques for theatrical expression 
Lecturers  Leuthmany Insisiengmay and four members from Laos Kabong Lao 
Participants  3 from Myanmar, 3 from Cambodia, 11 from Japan 

Warm-up: 
As with the previous sessions, a series of exercises with sticks and chop sticks aiming at 
developing concentration and sensitivity to others was conducted. 

Workshop:
Materials (mostly recycled) prepared by the organizer and everyday objects that were 
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brought over by participants had been placed in the center of the studio.  Participants 
were asked to use objects of their choice and start building puppets.  Materials include 
cardboard boxes, helmets, paper cups, plastic bottles, beer cans, flashlights, strings, 
ropes, and etc.  Participants voluntarily formed eleven groups. (photo 1,2, page 63) 

Next, each group presented their work using the hand-made puppets. In doing so, they 
followed the routine that had been set in advance-- enter from the stage right, take a 
bow in the center, exit from the stage left.  (photo 3,4,5,6,7,8, page 64, photo 9,10,11, 
page65)

After the presentations, Leuthmany Insisiengmay gave feedbacks.  Most of his 
comments were about the problem of expression using the hand-made puppets, and he 
gave detailed advice on issues such as tempo of the puppet movement.   (photo 12, 
page 65) 

Lastly, an assignment for the next session was announced. That is: to express with 
music. Participants were asked to choose accompaniment for their presentation out of 
three pieces of music that had been already prepared.  Each of the three represents 
passion, romance, and light-heartedness. 

Outcome:
The focus of the workshops has shifted from physical expression to that of using objects.  
For puppeteers from Myanmar and Cambodia whose orientation is traditional theater, 
these workshops marked their first experience in creative theater.  However, every 
participant, including them, showed and actually applied unique thinking and ideas 
into creative puppetry.  

Day 7 (16 March, 2007) 

7-1) Theatergoing (9:45-10:45) 
Theme  Attend a Japanese modern puppet theater performance and study from it. 
Objectives  To attend a modern puppet theater performance for children. 
Programme  ‘Hekkoki Yomekko (Flatulent Bride)(rod puppet)’ and ‘Golden Geese 
(paper puppet)’   
Theater group  Hitomi-za Children’s Theater
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Participants  3 from Myanmar, 3 from Cambodia, 5 Laos 

Modern Puppet Theater Hitomi-za has a group that specializes in performances for 
small children.  Participants watched one of their performances that took place in a 
nearby elementary school (Kawasaki Ida Elementary School). Please refer to attached 
material 6-(4),page38  for the programme. 

After the performance, participants were invited to the backstage, where Hitomi-za 
performers showed them around.  They also manipulated puppets and checked stage 
props, constantly asking questions, and engaged themselves in active discussions with 
Hitomi-za performers.  Participants from Cambodia were very interested in paper 
puppets whose figures and presentation resembled that of sbek.  They inquired about 
their choice of the materials in making paper puppets. (photo 1,2, page 65)

Outcome:
Modern puppet theater, especially for children, is not yet developed in all three 
countries.  Therefore, puppeteers form the three countries were very much interested 
in the performance. They closely observed how children reacted.  At the question and 
answer session, questions, many pertaining to practical matters such as techniques, 
were asked.  Overall, it was a worthwhile excursion. 

7-2) Planning Meeting by Participants (11:00-12:00) 
Theme  to discuss and plan in advance the collaborative work that they were to create 
at workshop on 17 March 
Objectives  Preparatory discussion in order to create a collaborative work by all 
participants at workshop on 17 March 
Participants  5 from Laos, 3 from Myanmar, 3 from Cambodia, 2 from Japan (Otome 
Bunraku)

Meeting:
The meeting opened with suggestions by Leuthmany Insisiengmay from Laos, who put 
forth a framework of the piece.  According to him, 1) there should be one storyline 
employing a monkey as the main character which all Asians can relate to. 2) White 
sheets of cloth would be used to represent Myanmar and Cambodia. 3) Laos participants 
would used large sheets of paper and participate throughout the piece. 4) Otome 
Bunraku from Japan would join to help with the progression. As for the designing and 
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setting up of the stage and actual structuring of the piece, concrete ideas were put forth.  
In the end, it was suggested that they would employ puppets, screens, stage sets 
brought to Japan by participants.   

At his proposal, all participants engaged in a discussion.  Ideas were put forth 
regarding how to use music, and how to unfold the story.  Cambodian participants 
informed that some of their puppets were sacred so that they were not allowed to use 
them in ways not-prescribed by tradition. Lastly, it was agreed that on 17 March, a 
piece would be improvised in line with what had been agreed in this meeting.  

Outcome:
Even thought this was the first meeting, all participants involved themselves in the 
discussion very actively, and many ideas were put forth.  Also, during the course of the 
discussion, differences in value and view toward puppet theater emerged.  By 
understanding and respecting the differences, participants felt a deepened mutual 
understanding.

7-3) Rehearsals for performance (14:00-16:00) 
Each troupe rehearsed for the performance on18 March. 

Day 8 (17 March, 2007) 

8-1) Workshop A (9:00-12:30) 
Theme  Learning from Traditional puppetry (Collaboration of four countries) 
Objectives  Based on what has been gained through mutual teaching in previous four 
workshops, create a short piece together and thereby deepen mutual understanding and 
provide an incentive for creative projects in the future.  
Participants  3 from Myanmar, 4 from Cambodia, 5 from Laos, 6 from Japan (Otome 
Bunraku)

With Leuthmany Insisiengmay as director, participants created a piece from the 
opening scene onward in an offhand manner, based on the structure set forth at the 
meeting the day before. (photo 1,2, page 66) 

A ten-minute piece consisting of 14 scenes was created as a result.  It was structured 
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around Otome Bunraku puppets that were in charge of the progression, and troupes 
from Myanmar and Cambodia, using their own puppets, each played a battle scene 
between the monkey and demon from the Ramayana epic.  Laos group participated in 
between the Myanmar and Cambodia groups and enacted a monkey and elephant, 
using movement and objects, such as paper, gourds, and brooms.  Moreover, a small 
monkey puppet used in Otome Bunraku was also used.  As for the music, Japanese 
Hyoshigi, drum, gong, Cambodian drum, Cambodian music (prerecorded), Laotian 
music (prerecorded), and etc. were used. 

After two run-through rehearsals, the piece was presented.   

Lastly, Leuthmany Insisiengmay commented that it was the first experience for him to 
create a piece, though a short one, in three hours.  It was possible because of the 
expertise of all the participants as puppeteers.   

Some participants commented it was unfortunate that their work was not presented 
publicly. (photo 3,4,5,6, page 66,  photo 7,8,9,10, page67) 

Outcome:
 This experiment of trying to create a piece featuring distinctive movements of puppets 
from different areas and weaving the storyline around Asian common elements was 
very inspirational from the meeting of the day before and till the actual presentation, 
and every participant involved themselves with the process enthusiastically and put 
forth positive ideas.  As the result, this workshop clearly strengthened their sense of 
unity and solidarity.

8-2) Workshop B (14:00-17:00) 
Theme  Body and Objects (5) 
Objectives  To learn Laos Kabong Lao puppetry and learn to create with actor’s body 
and everyday objects, one of the modern techniques for theatrical expression 
Lecturers  Leuthmany Insisiengmay and four members from Laos Kabong Lao 
Participants  3 from Myanmar, 3 from Cambodia, 9 from Japan 

Workshop: 
One hour was spent to work further on the puppets and objects prepared on 15 March.   
Next, the short scenes prepared in previous workshop were presented.  Prior to the 
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presentation, Leuthmany Insisiengmay reminded that performer did not need to move 
quickly, but instead, they were to concentrate themselves with the basics (15 important 
elements for performers) that they had been acquiring in the previous workshops.   

Nine groups presented their works.  Objects, such as garbage bags, sheets of news 
paper, beer cans, pot lids, umbrellas, and light bulbs had been integrated into their 
works as characters.  (photo 1,2, page 67, photo3,4,5,6 ,page 68,  photo 7,8,9,10, page 
69 ) 

Lastly, Leuthmany Insisiengmay, as lecturer, gave a following general review on the 
presentations: Overall, the presentation was abundant with interesting ideas, and as 
regards to the participation of Dear Puppet Theater Hitomi members, even though it 
was his first time to work with hearing-impaired performers, a great deal had been 
achieved.   

Subsequent to his comment, six participants expressed their thoughts and impressions.   

Outcome:
The series of workshops started out with working on movement and, and using it as a 
base, subsequently developed into creating short pieces. During the process, nonverbal 
communication skills had been developed among the participants.  
In the first half of the workshop, an emphasis was placed on concentration and 
sensitivity to others.  It proved to be a valid approach especially when working with 
people from different backgrounds or with the hearing-impaired as in this series of 
workshops.   

8-3) Follow-up meeting (17:00-18:00) 
Participants of Workshop B attended this meeting to voice their opinions and 
suggestions.  Please refer to ‘5. Comments and Suggestions’. (photo1,2,page69, 
photo3,4, page 70).  

Day 9 (18 March, 2007) 

9-1) Symposium and Performance (13:00-17:00) 
Theme  Passing on traditions and current creative activities: a report by Myanmar, 
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Cambodia, Laos, and Japan (Otome Bunraku) representatives. 
Performance of visiting troupes. 
Objectives  This programme, open to the public, aims to inform the current condition of 
Asian puppet theater.  All of the invited troupes, though finding it challenging to pass 
down their traditions, are striving to overcome many difficulties to continue their 
activities.  The performance aims to introduce the beauty and the diversity of Asian 
puppet theater. 
Panelists  Dwa Ma Ma Naing, Mao Keng, Leuthmany Insisiengmay, Matsuoto Sachiko

Otome Bunraku
Panel Chairperson  Masatoshi Konishi 
Performance  3 from Myanmar, 3 from Cambodia, 5 from Laos, 10 from Japan 
Audience  132 persons 

Symposium (13:00-14:30) 
Panelists representing each troupe introduced the history of the troupe and reported 
the current condition of the troupe.  In each case, with concrete examples, 
representatives described the difficulty of passing down their traditions in the modern 
society.  They also reported the kind of activities that they were engaged in. 

For example, Myanmar panelist reported that their troupe held a nightly performance 
mainly for foreign tourists.  The panelist from Cambodia reported on the history of the 
Cambodian Civil War and the recovery from it.  The Laotian panelist reported their 
current activities, including working hand in hand with non-governmental 
organizations specializing on issues, such as environment and education.  The 
representative from Japanese group reported that modern puppet companies in Japan 
are passing down their skills with the assumption that their puppetry would evolve into 
creative works. 

Overall, the reports not only included the difficulties they face, but also their efforts to 
over come them, presenting very positive prospects for the future. (photo 1,2,3,4, page 
70)

Performance (14:45-17:00) 
Japan (Otome Bunraku), Myanmar, Cambodia, Laos groups performed in this order for 
thirty minutes each.  Please refer to attached material 6-(2),page32  for the 
programme.  (photo 5,6,7,8,9,10, page71,  photo 11,12, page 72) 
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Outcome:
This programme, open to the general public, draw attention of the printed media, and 
as many as 132 people attended the programme.  As the result, the wonderful world of 
Asian puppet theater was presented to those attended, and, at the same time, their 
predicament was widely known to the people of Japan.  Audience responded favorably, 
commenting that the passion and enthusiasm of the participating troupes were felt at 
the symposium, that the performance impressed them with the charm of each troupe, 
and that it was a good idea to showcase the groups from four countries.      

9-2) Farewell Party (18:30-20:30) 
A farewell party was held at Kawasaki International Center.  Those attended included 
11 visiting performers from the three countries, members of Otome Bunraku, Deaf 
Puppet Theater Hitomi, and Hitomi-za, other workshop participants, staff, and 
affiliates. (photo 1,2,3, page 72) 

Day 10 (19 March, 2007) 

10-1) Departure (10:45am) 
Eleven performers from Myanmar, Cambodia and Laos departed from Narita Airport at 
10:45am.  Staff members saw them off.
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5.Comments and Suggestions 

On 17 March, when all the workshops had finished, a follow-up meeting was held and 
attended by the participants, and an active discussion took place.  Following is the 
report of the meeting: 

About Workshop A 
Ma Ma Naing from Myanmar commented that this series of workshops provided him 
with a valuable experience to observe and try out puppets from Laos, Cambodia, and 
Japan.  He also found Otome Bunraku difficult as the puppets were manipulated in 
time with the narration.   

On the collaborative work of the four countries, Mao Keng from Cambodia commented 
that initially, he had been afraid that it would have been impossible to merge traditional 
and modern puppet techniques, but it turned out that so much had been achieved in the 
end.  Also, two younger puppeteers from Cambodia who had never traveled overseas 
before commented that it had been an extraordinarily interesting and inspiring 
opportunity to have a first-hand experience at many different kinds of puppet 
traditions.

Leuthmany Insisiengmay from Laos commented that until he had actually tried out, 
traditional puppetry from the three countries seemed difficult.  After having a 
first-hand experience, he felt his prejudice had disappeared and his knowledge had 
increased.  This programme provided him with a great deal of inspiration for stage 
making.  Moreover, from Myanmar string puppets, he felt the tradition’s deep 
spirituality.  A young Laotian participant shared his impressions of the each puppet 
theater and commented that he found some similarities between his and Otome 
Bunraku puppetry in that in both styles puppeteers’ movement was incorporated into 
the performance.   

Matsumoto Sachiko, representing Otome Bunraku commented that spirituality of the 
participants impressed her the most, and she felt strongly that, through a collaborative 
work, a spiritual bond had been established among the participants. 

About Workshop B 
Myanmar participants commented that their repertoire consisted mostly of traditional 
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puppetry: however, they occasionally performed modern stories.  Therefore, this 
workshop was helpful. 

Cambodian participants commented that it was their first time to try this kind of 
technique.  At the beginning, in pairing with members from Myanmar, communication 
was a problem.  However, in the course of the workshop, they begin to understand each 
other much better. 

Laotian participants who lead the workshop commented that despite their experience of 
holding workshops overseas, this particular series of workshops was unique and 
achieved a great deal partly because it included international and hearing-impaired 
participants.  
Japanese participants felt that as the workshop unfolded, they could feel liberated and 
their senses sharpened.  The first three workshops, aimed at developing basic abilities 
for performers--concentration and awareness of others--incorporated elements of fun 
and game with participants moving at the command of the leader so that they were 
naturally drawn to the training.  This workshop made them realize that such physical 
trainings, especially those aiming at developing skills necessary for theatrical 
expression, were not done in day-to-day basis.  They would incorporate them in their 
performance career.   

Theatergoing (watching Japanese modern puppetry in performance) 
Although this was a one-time programme, it is worth mentioning here because 
participants responded quite positively.  During the performance, they reacted, though 
not understanding the language, to humorous scenes and exchanges.  Moreover, after 
the performance, they interacted with the performers enthusiastically.  Myanmar 
participants said that although they have had opportunities to watch performances of 
modern puppet theater overseas in the past, they were especially interested in this one.  
Cambodian participants found the technique of paper puppet theater which shared 
similarities with Cambodian shadow puppet especially interesting, and they were 
inspired to create a story for children.  According to Laotian participants, similar 
stories were found in Laos; therefore, they benefited form watching the staging 
technique of this performance.  

General Overview of the Organizer 
This programme, comprised of a series of workshops, produced much greater results 
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than anticipated during the planning period.  We were especially worried that the 
collaborative effort between traditional and modern puppet troupes would give rise to a 
discord resulting from differences in thinking and differences in nature their art.  We 
were relieved to find out that we worried for nothing; rather, differences in their art 
inspired them all, offering them an opportunity to find a common ‘Pan-Asianess’ and 
increase their understanding of one another’s art forms.    

Participants from Myanmar and Cambodia were practitioners of traditional puppetry.  
For them, the Laotian modern puppetry and the workshops offered were not something 
they had been accustomed to.  However, as performers they were able to find and grasp 
common elements in two different styles of puppet theater. Participants from Laos, on 
the other hand, were able to deepen their understanding of the traditional art forms 
from Myanmar and Cambodia and became respectful of the spirituality behind 
traditional puppet theater. Participants from Japan, comprised of both modern and 
traditional puppeteers, have had very limited exposure to puppet theater from other 
areas of Asia.  This programme afforded an opportunity for them to explore its richness.  
Being able to feel the common root was extremely inspiring for the practitioners of 
modern puppet theater, and we expect it gave an incentive for them to pursue uniquely 
Japanese puppet theater.  

We also consider open programmes valuable in introducing the potential of Asian 
puppet theater of today to the people of Japan.
Throughout the programme, we kept witnessing creative results.  Participants wish 
that the creative achievement and networking of people through this programme should 
evolve into another set of programme in the future, and we also feel it is our task to 
realize such a programme.  

Lastly, we, Foundation Modern Puppet Center, sincerely wish to thank Asia/Pacific 
Cultural Centre for UNESCO (ACCU) for not only organizing this programme as a 
co-sponsor, but also provided us with financial assistance.  We also seek your 
understanding and future assistance in our efforts in continuing with evolving 
programmes for artists with the objective of encouraging creative transmission of 
cultural heritages.   
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6.Technical Inputs 

( )
Workshop B handouts (in Japanese) 

( )
Symposium and performance handouts (in Japanese) 

( )
Leaflet of Symposium and performance (in Japanese) 

(4)
 Booklet of the performance participants attended (in Japanese) 

(5)
Programme handed out at performances of visiting troupes (in Japanese) 

Note: Oversea participants communicated through interpreters of Japanese and their 
native languages.  Even the contents of the handouts (written in Japanese) were 
communicated through interpreters.   
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6-(1) Workshop B handouts
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6-(2) Symposium and performance handouts
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6-(3) leatlet of Symposium and performance
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6-(4) Booklet of the performance participants attended
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6-(5) Program handed out at performances of visiting troupes
        Cambodia / Sbek Thom in 1997
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        Program handed out at performances of visiting troupes
        Myanmar / Youk-The pwe in 2002
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        Program handed out at performances of visiting troupes
        Lao / Lao National Puppet Theatre Kaborng Lao in 2005
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��
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7.Annex 

(1) Schedule 
Exchange Workshop among Asian Puppeteers 

Term 10-17 Mar.2007  
Venue  Hitomi-za Studio in Kawasaki city 

DATE TIME  
10 (Sat)  7:30 

18:30-20:30 

Eleven participants from Myanmar, Cambodia, and Laos arrived 
at Narita Airport. 
Welcome party 

11 (Sun) 10:00-12:00 
12:00-13:00 

Orientation
Lunch

12 (Mon) 9:00-12:00 

12:00-1400 
14:00-17:00 

Workshop A 
Learning from Traditional Puppetry 1 Myanmar  Youk They 
Pwe
Lunch
Workshop B 
Body and Objects (1)   

13 (Tue 9:00-12:00 

12:00-14
00
14:00-17:00 

Workshop A 
Learning from Traditional Puppetry 2 Japan  Otome Bunraku

Lunch
Workshop B 
Body and Objects (2)   

14 (Wed 9:00-12:00 

12:00-1400 
14:00-17:00 

Workshop A 
Learning from Traditional Puppetry 3 Cambodia  Sbek Thom

Lunch
Workshop B 
Body and Objects (3)   
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15
( Thurs ）

9:00-12:00

12:00-1400
14:00-17:00

Workshop A
Learning from Traditional Puppetry 4 ＜Laos／ Kabon Lao＞
Lunch
Workshop B
Body and Objects (4)

16 (Fri) 9:45-10:45

11:00-12:00
12:00-14:00
14:00-16:00

Theatergoing

Meeting for Workshop A on 17 March
Lunch
Rehearsal for Performance

17 (Sat) 9:00-12:00

12:00-1400
14:00-17:00

17:00-18:00

Workshop A
Learning from Traditional Puppetry 5 ＜Collaborative work of
four countries＞
Lunch
Workshop B
Body and Objects (5)
Follow-up Meeting

Symposium and Performance
Term 18 Mar.2007

Venue Kawasaki International Centre in Kawasaki city

18(Sun) 13:00-14:30

14:30-14:45
14:45-17:00
18:30-20:30

Symposium with panelists from Myanmar, Cambodia, Laos, and
Japan
Break
Performance by Puppeteers from Myanmar, Cambodia, Laos, and
Japan
Farewell Party

19(Mon) 10:45 Eleven participants from three country depart from Narita
Airport.

Besides mentioned above, each troupe attended the following performances.
1) On 11 March, three members from Cambodia attended a performance by Dear

Puppet Theater Hitomi titled ‘Daijobu, Daijoubu?’ at Katsushika Symphony Hills in
Tokyo.
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2) On March 15, three member of Myanmar troupe attended performance by Puppet 
Theater Hitomi-za titled ‘Akazukin (Little Red Riding Hood) at LaLaport 
Yokohama 
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(2) List of Participants 

 Thein Lwin 



��

Note 1) There were Japanese puppeteers who joined ad hoc.  2)  Supported by ACCU
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(3)Photo Gallery

1)-2 Welcome Party, March 10, 2007

②①

2)-1 Workshop A (Youk-The Pwe from Myanmar), March 12, 2007

Lecture and Demonstration- Lecture and Demonstration-① ②

’demonstrating puppet manipulation presentation of `Zaw-Gyi
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Participants having first-hand experience Participants having first-hand experience④③

noitalupinamteppuptanoitalupinamteppupta

Participants having first-hand experience Demonstration of the assignment⑥⑤

epuortramnayMybegnaRnayalamiHehTnoitalupinamteppupta ’‘

Presentation of the The Himalayan Range Laotian members watch the presentation.⑧’‘⑦

by participants from Cambodia and Japan
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3)-2 Workshop B (Body and Objects 1), March 12

②①

④③
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4)-1 Workshop A (Otome Bunraku from Japan ), March 13, 2007

xplaining the puppet structure and manipulation emonstration of an assigned scene from②① DE

'iknegieRakasobusT'euqinhcet

Each participant tries his hand at puppet Laotian participants practice the assigned segment④③

Myanmar participants practice the assigned
segment

Presentation by Cambodian pair⑥⑤
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riapramnayMybnoitatneserPriapnaitoaLybnoitatneserP ⑧⑦

4)-2 Workshop B (Body and Objects 2), March 13, 2007

②①

③
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5)-1 Workshop A (Sbek Thom from Cambodia), March 14,2007

erugifagnikaMerutceL① ②

kcalBdnaetihWehtfothgiF-noitartsnomeDnoitatneserpfosseneuqinU ‘④③

’Monkeys

Workshop-practicing steps without holding a figure Practicing steps with the figure⑤ ⑥
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Demonstration of a scene from 'Serpent s Arrow' Acting out the assigned scene at front and back⑧’⑦

of the screen

5)-2 Workshop B (Body and Objects 3), March 14, 2007

②①

④③
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6)-1 Workshop A (Kabon Lao from Laos), March 15, 2007

1-noitartsnomeDerutceL ②①

Demonstration- 2③

2-pohskroW1-pohskroW④ ⑤
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4-pohskroW3-pohskroW ⑦⑥

Demonstration -3⑧

6)-2 Workshop B (Body and Objects 4), March 15, 2007

erugifagnikaMerugifagnikaM ②①
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noitatneserPnoitatneserP ④③

noitatneserPnoitatneserP ⑥⑤

noitatneserPnoitatneserP ⑧⑦
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noitatneserPnoitatneserP ⑩⑨

yamgneisisnIynamhtueLybtnemmoCP ⑫⑪ resentation

7)-1 Theatergoing, March 16, 2007

Interacting with Japanese theater troupe Interacting with Japanese theater troupe②①

wohsehtretfawohsehtretfa
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8)-1 Workshop A (Collaboration of four countries), March 17, 2007

lasraeheRstnapicitrapybgniteemgninnalP ②①

Otome Bunraku in change of progression Elephant created by Laotian group④③

Laotian elephant and Japanese monkey Myanmar demon and Japanese monkey⑥⑤
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syeknomnaidobmaCdnaomedramnayMsyeknomowtehtfothgiF ⑧⑦

Laotian elephant and Cambodian monkey Last scene - denouement⑨ ⑩

8)-2 Workshop B (Body and Objects 5), March 17, 2007

②①
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④③

⑥⑤
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⑧⑦

⑩⑨

8)-3 Follow-up Meeting, March 17, 2007

②①
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④③

9)-1 Symposium and Performance, March 18, 2007

muisopmySUCCAybsserddagninepO ②①

muisopmySmuisopmyS ④③
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Performance (Otome Bunraku, Japan) Performance (Otome Bunraku, Japan)⑥⑤

Performance (Youk-The Pwe, Myanmar) Performance (Youk-The Pwe, Myanmar)⑧⑦

Performance (Sbek Thom, Cambodia) Performance (Sbek Thom, Cambodia)⑩⑨
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)soaL,oaLnrobaK(ecnamrofreP)soaL,oaLnobaK(ecnamrofre ⑫⑪ P

9)-2 Farewell Party, March 18,2007, March 18, 2007

②①

③


